
Culture, Science and Sociology

Christianity is an honourable religion because of its leading altruism welfare for any human

and its esteeming attitude of one another where esteem is better synonymous with respect

because  of  its  speaking  with  and  doing  good  for  people,  conversation,  inclusion  and

encouragement.  The West  is  significantly  losing  its  good  of  the  land,  archaic  and  such

gentleman  and  gentlewoman  Christian  tradition  because  its  ever-regressing  supposed

freedom of improper  education and casual  impropriety  culture  is  Semitic  and secular  in

attitude, language use and negativity. The West is a more than half Christian faith majority.

Western  culture  is  steeped  in  Semitic  and  secular  attitude.  Western  society,  thought,

communication and behaviour, reflects literalism and immaturity more than the spirit of its

virtue  and  ideals  of  its  history  and  tradition.  The Holy Bible  does  not  contradict  itself.

Christianity is perceived as weak, contradictory or hypercritical because materialism and

reductionism used and corrupted original meaning of the very Spiritual light and humble

love of God contained in the New Testament of Jesus Christ.  The English language is so

reduced to bastard title business because the rise of the Italian Renaissance which led to the

establishment of the great Protestant English Reformation pinnacle regressed to immature

mind-metaphysics and scientific reductionism relinquishing tradition. Metaphysics is not so

believeable because lure of metaphysical mind is psychological incitement and intimidative

excitement  of  hellish  lies  and  middle-earthed  worldly  self-righteousness  causing  mental

confusion and enlightenment regression. 2 Corinthians 10 and Ephesians 6:10-20. How the

Self Controls Its Brain by John Eccles is controversial,  particularly in terms of Popper’s

world categories and the theological concept of flesh where flesh is quantified by probability,

so never getting to twenty is improbable, but correctness was five and is now twenty. People

like superfluous concepts but language has been reduced to immature courtly love secrets of

a mature audience through a cryptic critical apparatus of reductionist psychological world

lingo,  avoiding good use;  psychology the best  in  theory,  statistics  the worst  in  practice.

Language is reductionistic and fabricative unto culture corruption. The critical apparatus of

the  current  language  vernacular  and  uses  has  been  transferred  and  applied  through  an

immature looking glass of courtly love secrecy renouncing the mature audience its courtesy

tradition. Australian Nobel Peace neuroscience dualism mind-brain interactionism theory is

translated into German, but to conform to the pattern of the world psychological category of

a wonderland of mature, immature reductionist correctness attitude does not renew the mind



unto  Aufklärung.  Reconciliation  of  any  culture  is  often  rejected  because  of  urban  or

subculture attitudes of language ownership associations presenting unforgivable mentalities

of power trips and guilt trips suffering unethical and inhumane perceptions of bad intentions

and threatening behaviour. The world is overtly antagonist. The West identifies as a more

than half Christian faith majority, but interpretation and application is steeped in Semitic

culture and overrun by mainstream secular attitudes to death. Strengthened within might is

not outwardly strong downputting. Western society is Antagonist. The people Assimilate and

Associate with bad Attitude making vulnerable Audience. Western governments boundarise

the people with band-aid solution services. Statistics are bad. Theory will  always remain

theory; proudly lofty and fearfully opportune. Antagonist, Assimilation, Association, Attitude

and Audience are all literary terms which reveal the negativity of society. Social Anxiety can

be  counteracted  through  asserting  boundaries  with  clarity,  comfortability  and  politeness

upholding national values to make good landmark. Jesus was very kind to the people to

whom he showed great courtesy, compassion and cultural sensitivity, teaching them, healing

them and including them. Jesus was also kind to his disciples and Jewish leaders but as time

went  on  he  confronted  his  own  disciples  and  Jewish  leaders.  Jesus  Christ  was  a  bit

Communist. Jesus, Yeshua, from Joshua, give me the mountains unto transfiguration, lived

on a commune, including the people, teaching them and healing them and sharing food and

communion.  Personal,  Catholic,  worldwide  universal  belief  does  not  negate  faith.  Jesus

Christ  was  a  bit  Socialist.  Jesus,  Yeshua,  from  Joshua,  give  me  the  mountains  unto

transfiguration, was very sociable, sent his followers out in all modesty and got most angry

about  the  multicultural  money  trading  stock  exchange  at  the  temple  over  the  deceptive

reofferings. Western Justice can result in reofferings up of mere money payments furthering

only lawyer referrals wherefrom the Culture of government census more than half Christian

faith  majority  of  reform is  to  reoffer  up the Justice  of  God already provided in  Christ.

Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6. Capitalists are aliens to and in their own land. They build bigger

cages  and  longer  chains.  The  Western  world  has  the  best  psychology  and  neuroscience

theory, but it will always remain mere theoristic grappling because general education, culture

and statistics is just so, so bad. Maslow's hierarchy of needs identifies exactly what humans

need and yet statistically and drastically how far humans have regressed. With five being

correctness in antiquity, the basic needs of clothing, shelter, food, relationships and intimacy

are still not met for most humans.


